List of Doctors and Experts for Truth about covid-19
YOU ARE BEING LIED TO, EXPERTS WARN ABOUT CORONA DISINFORMATION
People keep hearing on tv corona is dangerous you must take the vaccine as soon as posible, the reality is that corona is no more
dangerous than the normal flu, and it is the experimental vaccine that is dangerous. Often when I try to explain to people that the
pandemic is a fraud, that covid-19 is no more dangerous than a flu, people respond that if that was the case other experts would have
talked about it. Well, experts have talked about it. Since WHO declared state of emergency, there have been an increasing amount of
doctors and experts that have disagreed, these experts are now in the thousands, but you will not see them on tv, and social media as well
as youtube censures them. It may sound strange, but it is true.
Now some groups of experts have in collaboration with lawyers made their own investigation, and are taking this to the courts. You
might not have heard about this either, yes, the people who are responsible for promoting this corona panic are taken to court. Who is
being taken to court: the WHOs leader, the developer of the PCR corona test (on wich governments base their contagion numbers),
leaders of centers for dicease control in several countries, ministers and governments - they are being sued for pandemic fraud by using a
PCR test that has far to much false positives to base any emergency measure or lockdown on. I have summaries of some of these cases
should you be interested.
The aim of this document is to dispel disinformation, help people become assured that calling this a pandemic fraud is no conspiracy
theory, there are tons of evidence and thousands of experts that can attest to this. Also I hope that you can get real qualified information
from these doctors and experts as to what is really going on. We are in a messy situation. Please share with your friends as they might not
heard about this.
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How this PDF is organized: First I like to introduce you to some of the initiatives that doctors and experts have started, and their reasons
for doing so. Then follow adresses to international and national groups of doctors.
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1. The United Health Professionals - STOP to all crazy and disproportionate
measures
August 2020 - The United Health Professionals - Nearly 2.000 health professionals alerting governments and citizens of the whole
world about the non-evidence based measures taken to fight COVID-19
The United Health Professionals is an international collective of more than 1,500 health professionals from different countries in Europe,
Africa, America, Asia and Oceania alerting governments and citizens of the whole world about the non-evidence based measures taken
to fight COVID-19 and which are very dangerous for : health, education, economy, peace and other aspects of life. In its alert message
(see Video 1), the international collective explains why these measures have been taken and why they must be immediately stopped. - 21
august 2020
Petition from Health Professionals to Governments & Citizens of the world - We, health professionals, across several countries in
the world, say: STOP to all crazy and disproportionate measures that have been taken since the beginning to fight SARS-CoV-2
because they are totally unjustified, are not based on any scientific evidence and violate the basic principles of evidence-based
medicine
We, health professionals, across several countries in the world, say: STOP to all crazy and disproportionate measures that have been
taken since the beginning to fight SARS-CoV-2 (lockdown, blocking the economy and education, social distancing, wearing of masks
for all, etc.) because they are totally unjustified, are not based on any scientific evidence and violate the basic principles of evidencebased medicine. However, we of course support reasonable measures such as recommendations of washing hands, sneezing or coughing
in elbow, using a disposable tissue, etc.
It is not the first time that humanity faces a new virus : it experienced H2N2 in 1957, H3N2 in 1968, SARS-CoV in 2003, H5N1 in 2004,
H1N1 in 2009, MERS-CoV in 2012 and faces the seasonal flu virus every year. However, none of the measures taken for SARS-CoV-2

has been taken for these viruses.
What we are told, but is false
We are told:
-"But, SARS-CoV-2 is very contagious" and we answer : IT'S ABSOLUTELY FALSE. This claim is, moreover, rejected by
internationally renowned experts. A simple comparison with the other viruses shows that the contagiousness of SARS-CoV-2 is
moderate. It’s diseases like measles that can be described as very contagious. For example, a person with measles can infect up to 20
people while a person infected with this coronavirus only contaminates 2 or 3, that is : 10 times less than measles.
-"But, it is a new virus" and we answer : H1N1 and the other viruses that we mentioned were also new viruses. Yet : we did not put
countries into lockdown, we did not block the global economy, we did not paralyze the education system, we did not social distancing
and we did not tell the healthy people to wear masks. In addition, some experts say that it is possible that this virus was already
circulating before but we did not realize it.
-"But, we don't have a vaccine" and we answer : at the start of H1N1, we also had no vaccine, as at the time of SARS-CoV. Yet : we did
not put countries into lockdown, we did not block the global economy, we did not paralyze the education system, we did not social
distancing and we did not tell the healthy people to wear masks.
-"But, this virus is much more deadly" and we answer: IT'S ABSOLUTELY FALSE. Because, compared to the flu for example, and if
we take into account the period between 01 November and 31 March, there was worldwide -when those measures have been taken- :
860,000 cases and 40,000 deaths while the flu in the same period of 5 months infects, on average 420 million people and kills 270,000.
In addition, the case fatality rate announced by the WHO (3,4%) was greatly overestimated and was rejected from the beginning by
eminent experts in epidemiology. But even if we take this case fatality rate, we can see that this coronavirus is three times less lethal
than that of 2003 (10%) and ten times less lethal than that of 2012 (35%).
-"But, COVID-19 is a serious illness" and we answer: IT'S ABSOLUTELY FALSE. SARS-CoV-2 is a benign virus for the general
population as it causes 85% of benign forms, 99% of those infected recover, it does not constitute a danger for pregnant women and
children (unlike the flu), it spreads less faster than the flu6 and 90% of those who die are elderly people (who must, of course, be
protected like other populations at risk). This is why experts have called "delirium" the claim that it is a serious illness and said, on
August 19, that "it is not worse than the flu".
-"But, there are asymptomatic people" and we answer : 77% of infected people are asymptomatic in influenza too and they can also
transmit the virus. Yet : healthy people are not told every year to wear masks and no social distancing is done despite the fact that the flu
infects 1 billion people and kills 650,000.
-"But, this virus leads to saturation of hospitals" and we answer: IT'S ABSOLUTELY FALSE. Saturation affects only a few hospitals,
but people are made to believe that the entire hospital system is saturated or that saturation is imminent when there are thousands of
hospitals in certain countries. Is it reasonable and true to attribute, for example, to 1,000 or 2,000 hospitals a situation which concerns
only 4 or 5 hospitals? Furthermore, it is not surprising that some hospitals were saturated because they were situated in clusters (like
Lombardy in Italy or New York in the USA). It should not be forgotten that hospitals in many countries have been overwhelmed
(including intensive care units) during previous influenza epidemics9 and at the time, we were even talking about : "tsunami" of patients
in hospitals, "saturated hospitals", tents erected outside the hospitals, "war zones", "collapsed hospitals" and a "state of emergency". And
yet : we did not put countries into lockdown, we did not block the global economy, we did not paralyze the education system, we did not
social distancing and we did not tell the healthy people to wear masks.
The United Health Professionals then presents a long list of scientific studies to back up their claims (a link is provided below).
We say: STOP to these crazy measures also because of their catastrophic consequences that have already started to appear
We say: STOP to these crazy measures also because of their catastrophic consequences that have already started to appear: suicide of
people as it was reported in China, development of psychiatric disorders, paralysis of the educational path of pupils and students at the
university, negative impacts and dangers on animals, neglecting other diseases (especially chronic) and an increase in their mortality,
domestic violence, economic losses, unemployment, major economic crisis (few people know that the economic crisis of 2007-2008 has
caused the suicide of at least 13,000 people in Europe and North America), serious consequences on agriculture, destabilization of
countries and social peace, risk of wars. An editorial published in the European Journal Of Clinical Investigation has denounced, from
the beginning, the harms of : non-evidence-based extreme measures, exaggerated information on the real danger of the virus and the fake
news spread (even by major journals). Some have even compared this pandemic to that of the 1918 influenza, which is a LIE and a
manipulation since it killed 50 million people, which has absolutely nothing to do with the death toll of this coronavirus.
STOP to all these mad, dictatorial measures and certainly not sanitary because of which tragedies occur every day: a teenage girl
committed suicide in Great Britain because, for her, the lockdown lasted 300 years41, a pregnant woman suffered martyrdom during the
childbirth in France, a teenager in the USA suffered a displaced jaw and will require surgery after he was assaulted by a couple he asked
to wear masks, a nurse were also assaulted in France and a bus driver even died due to these illegal measures of mandatory masks,
60,000 cancer patients could die in the UK because of a lack of treatment or diagnosis according to Professor Karol Sikora, 12,000
people could die per day by the end of the year as a result of hunger linked to COVID-19 measures (according to Oxfam), the number of
cardiac arrest doubled in some countries, companies go bankrupt, 305 million full-time jobs have been lost -affecting especially: women
and young people- according to the International Labour Organisation, a man is dead because of mask in the USA44, etc.
We say to governments: The public fear that is stopping the country returning to normal is unfounded. EVERYTHING must

return immediately to normal and this global hostage-taking must stop
We say to governments: EVERYTHING must return immediately to normal (including the reopening of hospital services, air transport,
economy and education) and this global hostage-taking must stop because you have known, with supporting evidence, that you as
citizens, have been the victims of the biggest health scam of the 21th century.
Professor Carl Heneghan said on August 23 that the public fear that is stopping the country returning to normal is unfounded, according
to the Express. Professors Karina Reiss and Sucharit Bhakdi released in June, a book called : "Corona : false alarm?". The mayor of a
city in Europe declared : "The atmosphere spread on [the subject of the coronavirus] is particularly heavy and becomes suspicious".
Doctor Olivier Chailley has written a book called : "The virus of fear, how the whole world became crazy". Professor Sucharit Bhakdi (he
sent, also, a letter to Angela Merkel) described the measures taken, including lockdown, as : "grotesque, absurd and very dangerous...a
horrible impact on the world economy...self-destruction and collective suicide...". An international and independent investigation must
be opened and those responsible must be tried.
We say to the citizens: a lot of scientists, eminent professors in medicine and health professionals around the world denounced
what is going on and it’s time for you to wake up! If you don’t talk, new dictatorial measures “made in China” will be imposed.
You must REFUSE this.
We say to the citizens: to keep you in the “flock”, it is possible that some will try to discredit us by all means, for example by accusing us
of conspiracy, etc. Do not listen to them, they are LIARS because the information you have been given are : medical, scientific and
documented.
This letter should not lead you to violence towards anyone. React peacefully. And if a healthcare professional who signs this letter will
be attacked or slandered or threatened or persecuted: support him MASSIVELY.
Dear citizens: a lot of scientists, eminent professors in medicine and health professionals around the world denounced what is going on
and it’s time for you to wake up! If you don’t talk, new dictatorial measures “made in China” will be imposed. You must REFUSE this.
We assure you that these measures have nothing to do with medicine or hygiene or the preservation of public health, it is dictatorship and
madness. Doctor Anders Tegnell said : «The world went mad» with coronavirus lockdowns which «fly in the face of what is known
about handling virus pandemics».
We invite health professionals to be strong and courageous and to do their duty of telling the truth, to join us
We invite health professionals ALL AROUND THE WORLD to be strong and courageous and to do their duty of telling the truth, to join
us MASSIVELY in the collective: United Health Professionals and to sign this letter by giving 4 informations : first name, last name,
profession and country. Don’t forget to precise your profession in the field of the last name.
Among the signatories of the international alert message, there are POLITICIANS like : -Dr Martine Wonner (psychiatrist) : a deputy
from France. -Pr Jan Zaloudik (surgical oncology specialist) : a senator from Czechia.
1,963 health professionals have signed.
Petition of United Health Professionals
Content of the petition: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dZHqwBLt81BuVVT84rm2Ni0jTgnchx87/view?usp=sharing
Sign petition - https://www.change.org/p/governments-worldwide-international-alert-message-of-health-professionals-togovernments-citizens-of-the-world
The United Health Professionals
-Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/United-Health-Professionals-113530073772726
-Twitter : https://twitter.com/UnitedHealthPr2
-Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/unitedhealthprofessionals/
-Email : join.unitedhealthprofessionals@gmail.com

2. World Doctors Alliance - Uniting around the world with integrity and right action
WORLD DOCTORS ALLIANCE - Uniting around the world with integrity and right action. An independent non-profit alliance of
doctors, nurses, healthcare professionals and staff around the world who have united in the wake of the Covid-19 response chapter to
share experiences with a view to ending all lockdowns and related damaging measures and to re-establish universal health determinance
of psychological and physical wellbeing for all humanity. - Website https://worlddoctorsalliance.com

Open letter to all the Citizens of the World and all the Governments of the World.
Introduction
We were told initially that the premise for lockdown was to ‘flatten the curve’ and therefore protect the NHS from being overwhelmed.
It is clear that at no point was the National Health Service (NHS) in any danger of being overwhelmed, and since May 2020 covid wards

have been largely empty; and crucially the death toll from covid has remained extremely low.
We now have hundreds of thousands of so-called ‘cases’, ‘infections’ and ‘positive tests’ but hardly any sick people. Recall that four
fifths (80%) of ‘infections’ are asymptomatic (1) Covid wards have been by and large empty throughout June, July, August and
September 2020. Most importantly covid deaths are at an all-time low. It is clear that these ‘cases’ are in fact not ‘cases’ but rather they
are normal healthy people.
So-called asymptomatic cases have never in the history of respiratory disease been the driver for spread of infection. Rather it is
symptomatic people who spread respiratory infections - not asymptomatic people.(2)
It is also abundantly clear that the ‘pandemic’ is basically over and has been since June 2020. (3)
We have very highly likely reached herd immunity and therefore have no need for a vaccine.
We have safe and very effective treatments and preventative treatments for covid, we therefore call for an immediate end to all lockdown
measures, social distancing, mask wearing, testing of healthy individuals, track and trace, immunity passports, the vaccination program
and so on.
There has been a catalogue of unscientific, non-sensical policies enacted which infringe our inalienable rights, such as - freedom of
movement, freedom of speech and freedom of assembly. These draconian totalitarian measures must never be repeated.
Lockdown
Covid has proved less deadly than previous influenza seasons – There were 50,100 flu deaths from December 2017 to March 2018
in England and Wales. There were 80,000 flu deaths in 1969. To date we have circa 42,000 covid related deaths in the UK.
We have never locked down society for a respiratory virus before.
The basis for lockdown was a mathematical model by Professor Neil Ferguson. His modelling which predicted half a million
deaths in the UK has been roundly condemned as being not fit for purpose. His estimated death figures were clearly wrong by a
factor of 10 or 12 times. (1)
Professor Ferguson’s modelling was not even peer reviewed before being acted upon by several nations. Eminent epidemiologists
such as Professor Gupta from Oxford University were ignored, they estimated the death count would be far lower in the UK.
Professor Ferguson has a long track record of woeful modelling he was entirely wrong about sars, mers, mad cow’s disease (CJD),
and swine flu. Why did the world listen to him again? (2)
Countries which did not lock down Sweden, Japan, Taiwan, South Korea and Belarus have all done significantly better than us in
terms of percentage of population deaths. They also have herd immunity and intact economies.
Lockdown did not save lives, and this has been published in the Lancet ‘….in our analysis, full lockdowns and wide-spread
COVID-19 testing were not associated with reductions in the number of critical cases or overall mortality.’ (3)
The vast majority of deaths occurred in elderly and very elderly people
The vast majority of deaths occurred in people with pre-existing serious health issues such as cancer, cardiovascular disease,
Alzheimer’s, diabetes etc
Covid poses virtually zero risk to the under 45’s who have more chance of being struck by lightning than dying from covid.
Covid poses a very small risk for healthy under 60 year olds who have a greater chance of accidental drowning than dying from
covid.
The entire nation was essentially placed under house arrest. We have never isolated the healthy before.
Isolating the sick and those who are immunocompromised makes sense. Isolating the healthy has hampered the establishment of
herd immunity and makes no sense.
To put it into perspective we had 115,000 smoking related deaths in the UK in 2015 compared to the 42,000 deaths from covid.
We usually have around 600,000 deaths every year in the UK, roughly 1600 deaths per day.
Collateral damage the cure is worse than the virus
Placing the public under virtual house arrest has caused untold damage to both physical and mental health.(1)
Ventilating patients instead of oxygenating patients proved to be a deadly policy and an unwarranted failure. Ventilation resulted
in many unnecessary deaths. (2)
Sending infected people from hospitals to care homes placed the elderly and frail under unnecessary risk and resulted in many
unnecessary deaths. (3)
Blanket Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) orders were imposed on thousands of people without their consent nor the consent of their
families – this is both unlawful and immoral and lead to unnecessary deaths in care homes. (4)
Hospitals became essentially ‘covid only’ centres vast numbers of patients were wilfully neglected, resulting in many thousands of
unnecessary deaths. (5)
The government’s own report estimates that some two hundred thousand (200,000) people will die as a direct result of lockdown –
not the virus. Hospitals being closed, suicide and poverty will result in more deaths than the virus. (6)
The cure is worse than the disease!
Death certificates
The majority of people who died had significant comorbidities, such as Alzheimer’s, cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes.
Counting death certificates with a ‘mention’ of covid as being a death caused by covid is a gross misrepresentation of the facts and
has vastly over exaggerated the death toll.

The rules for the signing of death certificates have been changed solely for covid by the Coronavirus 2020 Act.
Doctors do not even need to have physically seen the patient in order to sign death certificates.
The Act has removed the need for a confirmatory medical certificate for cremations.
Autopsies have virtually been banned, no doubt leading to misdiagnosis of the true cause of deaths; and also reducing our
understanding of the disease itself.
Worse still, care home staff who largely have no medical training are able to give a statement as to the cause of death.
Covid was put on death certificates merely on the ‘suspicion’ of people having covid. This may well be unlawful, since it is a
crime to falsify death certificates.
People who die within 28 days of a positive pcr test are deemed to have died from covid, even if they die in a car crash or from a
heart attack; clearly over inflating the death toll (2)
Economic ruin
Reports now estimate that as many as six and a half million (6,500,000) people in the UK will lose their jobs as a result of
lockdown. (1)
It is well known that poverty directly adversely affects health, we can expect to see many people suffering with poor health and
resulting in many premature deaths, as a direct result of lockdown.
Censorship
Governments have acted maliciously in censoring doctors, nurses and NHS staff. The people have the perfect right to hear what is
going on in hospitals, and the medical profession have a duty to look after the public and to reassure them. (1)
The medical profession has not been allowed to let the public know that covid wards have been empty for months, nor that covid
deaths have reached an all-time low for months, and this has unnecessarily added to the public’s distress and anxiety.
Doctors and scientists with views that differ from the government narrative have had their videos and articles removed from the
internet
Testing - False positives
PCR tests cannot be verified for accuracy as there is no ‘gold standard’ against which to check them. The virus has not been
purified. (1)
PCR tests cannot detect viral loads and are prone to false positives. (2)
A positive PCR test does not mean that an individual is infected nor infective. (3)
In fact approximately 90% of the PCR positive ‘cases’ are false positives. We therefore have no second wave and no pandemic. (4
, 5)
The government’s report estimates a false positive rate of between 0.8 to 4.0 % using data from other viral infections – not from
covid (6)
Viral fragments may remain in people’s bodies for several weeks following recovery from infection. (7)
The crisis will never end if we are waiting for zero positive tests. Everyone has probably had a cold caused by a coronavirus and
will likely have a few viral fragments matching those of the cousin SARS-CoV-2 virus (8)
Testing healthy asymptomatic individuals is non-sensical, unscientific and a colossal waste of money. The governments moon shot
daily testing program will cost £100 Billion roughly two thirds of the annual NHS budget.
Antibody testing is not the gold standard as many people have T-cell immunity, and antibodies may not circulate following
recovery from infection.
Hydroxychloroquine
The controversial drug Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) has been unfairly smeared, by the WHO, CDC, NIH and the media.
However HCQ has very firm support from, amongst others: Professor Harvey Risch epidemiologist from Yale, The American
Association of Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), American Frontline Doctors, the Henry Ford Health System and Professor Didier
Raoult microbiologist and infectious disease specialist - to name but a few. (1)
The Lancet was even forced to retract a study on HCQ after it was revealed by the Guardian newspaper that they had been
completely fabricated and written by a sci-fi writer and a porn star. Even following this astounding revelation HCQ was still
banned in most countries. (2)
HCQ according to AAPS has a ninety per cent (90%) cure rate when given early and alongside zinc (3)
HCQ is safer than many over the counter drugs such as aspirin, Benadryl and Tylenol.
The AAPS also point out that there has never been a vaccine as safe as HCQ. (4)
HCQ has been licensed for over sixty years and has been safely used by billions of people worldwide. There is a very small risk of
arrythmia which is easily monitored.
Why was HCQ banned then? Could it be that there are no huge profits to be made from this out-of-patent drug?
HCQ was used to great effect in the Sars1 outbreak of 2005 (5)
In short had HCQ been available then there would not have been a pandemic !
Prevention
Preventative measures such as hydroxychloroquine or vitamins D, C and zinc should have been recommended for the public. (1)
Early calcifediol (25-hydroxyvitamin D) treatment to hospitalized COVID-19 patients significantly reduced intensive care unit

admissions (2)
Vit D reduces the severity of covid. (2,3)
Voluntary isolation of the frail - should they so choose; in combination with preventative measures would have been a far better
strategy. The rest of society could and should have continued as normal.
Vaccine
A rushed vaccine is clearly not in the public’s best interest
Indemnifying vaccine manufacturers against all liability is also clearly not in the public’s best interest
Conflicts of interest
Chief Scientific Officer Sir Patrick Vallance has £600,000 worth of shares in GSK Glaxo Smith Klein. He has in recent years sold
£5 million of shares in GSK which he ‘earned’ whilst chief of GSK (1)
Sir Chris Whitty, Chief Medical Officer UK, accepted over £30 million in funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation to
study malaria vaccines. (2)
It has become clear that members of SAGE, Public Health England (PHE), World Health Organisation (WHO), Centre for Disease
Control (CDC), National institute for Health (NIH) etc have many conflicts of interests. They all accept very large ‘donations’
from the pharmaceutical and vaccine industry. These conflicts of interests may well have effectively corrupted their integrity. (3)
It is also clear that governments are heavily lobbied by the pharmaceutical industry and the vaccine industry, again this may have
compromised their integrity. (4)
Cui bono? Who benefits?
Vaccine manufacturers will make trillions from this, as will track and trace manufacturers, and the pharmaceutical industry stand
to make trillions from covid testing.
Prime minister Boris Johnson announced the new ‘moon shot’ testing will cost £100 Billion, approximately two thirds of the
annual NHS budget.
Surely these vast sums would be far better spent on treating all of the neglected patients who have been wilfully neglected during
lockdown and who now face huge waiting lists.
Conclusions
We have effective and safe treatments and preventative medications for covid, therefore there is no need for any lockdown restrictions
and associated measures. The pandemic is essentially over as can be seen by the consistent low death rate and hospital admissions over
the past four months.
We demand the immediate and permanent ceasing of all lockdown measures.
Lockdowns do not save lives, that is why they have never been used before. Civil liberties and fundamental freedoms have been
unnecessarily removed from the public and this must never happen again.
Preventative measures such as Hydroxychloroquine, vitamin C, Vitamin D and zinc must be made readily available to the public.
Isolation must be voluntary. People are perfectly capable of making their own assessment of the risks and must be free to go about their
lives as they so choose. People must have the right to choose whether to isolate or not.
Likewise, businesses must have the right to remain open if they so choose.
We demand that doctors, nurses, scientists and healthcare professionals must be permitted free speech and never be censored again.
Professor Mark Woolhouse epidemiologist and specialist in infectious diseases, Edinburgh University Member of the Scientific
Pandemic Influenza Group on Behaviours, that advises the Government stated that ‘…Lockdown was a monumental disaster on a global scale. The cure was worse than the disease.’
‘I never want to see national lockdown again. It was always a temporary measure that simply delayed the stage of the epidemic we see
now. It was never going to change anything fundamentally, however low we drove down the number of cases,’
‘We absolutely should never return to a position where children cannot play or go to school.’
I believe the harm lockdown is doing to our education, health care access, and broader aspects of our economy and society will turn
out to be at least as great as the harm done by Covid-19.’(1)
The World Doctors Alliance agree fully with Prof Woolhouse’s assertions, he is right! We must never lockdown again!
NB the term ‘covid’ has been used to represent Sars-CoV-2 and Covid-19
For References and Documentation please visit website https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/

Signed by:
1.
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6.

DR MOHAMMAD ADIL
PROFESSOR DOLORES CAHILL
DR. R. ZAC COX, BDS
DR. HEIKO SCHÖNING
DR. ANDREW KAUFMAN, M.D
DR. SCOTT JENSEN, M.D

Last update 11.01.2020 - Total signatures so far: 66,019
Website https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/

3. Medical Emergency Deliberation - The restoration and recovery of science and
moral values
Medical Emergency Deliberation - The restoration and recovery of science and moral values
9 September 2020, The Emergency Letter - emergency act will threaten your free professional practice
The Hague, September 9, 2020, Subject: register for the ethics conference M.E.E.D.
Dear academic physician or lawyer, general practitioner, lawyer, surgeon, independent lawyer, This letter has been sent to you by your
patient or client. In the coming weeks, the emergency act will threaten your free professional practice. The law cuts across the
independent and individual judgment of a doctor and / or a lawyer and creates a whole new framework for society. There are many
questions to be asked about the reason behind this law, a pandemic that is not a pandemic.
Questions that have not been asked enough to date.
It comes down to a social experiment, which we believe is prohibited, and your practice could be closed immediately by
ministerial decree if you do not do what the minister tells you to do. Judicial review takes place according to the law and how
judges will deal with the new law is very much the question.
In addition, the minister can, upon instruction, close any law firm that works for clients in these cases. The law is comprehensive
and many people in society look to their doctors and lawyers for clarification and protection. and to be prepared together for
everything that is yet to come, the undersigned this Friday, September 11, an international emergency meeting.
In addition, the minister can, on instruction, close any law firm that works for clients in these cases. The law is comprehensive and
many people in society look to their doctors and lawyers for clarification and protection. To properly discuss the situation
surrounding Covid-19 and to be prepared together for everything that is yet to come, the undersigned this Friday, September 11, an
international emergency meeting.
You can register at www.medicalemergencydeliberation.com
We hope to see you there. It's a supposed emergency.
Dr. E.F. de Klerk, Mr. SPX Hulleman Patient / Client Statement: I (name) Wish you (name of physician or lawyer) to take note of all that
comes out of this emergency can protect against what has been poured out and will be poured out over our free and open society. I look at
you as a confidant, knowledge carrier and authority figure. You assist me in difficult times and I recognize the present time as a major
threat. For my health (rushed vaccines and ban on working medicines) and for my freedom (the emergency law that allows ministerial
arbitrariness).
Patient / client signature
https://www.medicalemergencydeliberation.com/
11 September 2020 - The Medical Emergency Deliberation has layed the foundation for an international alliance between
European doctors and lawyers. Experts in law and medical science shared their views on surviving and striving for the
restoration and recovery of science and moral values while facing misinformation and censorship.
On the 11th of September 2020 in the middle of Corona-locksteps an international conference was held in Driebergen the Netherlands
about facts, lies and the challenges that lie ahead. The 'Medical and Ethical Emergency Deliberation' has layed the foundation for an
international alliance between European doctors and lawyers. Experts in law and medical science shared their views on surviving and
striving for the restoration and recovery of science and moral values while facing misinformation and censorship.
In order to unite as mankind and to create a way out of further lockdowns - that many people here and in the third world countries will
not survive - a variety of lectures were presented concerning ethics and law as well as principles based on common sense. Please be
informed, leave your comments and share the videos in your network.
MEDICAL and ETHICAL EMERGENCY DELIBERATION. LET'S UNITE IN TRUTH

International convention, at the Netherlands - M.E.E.D. . MEDICAL and ETHICAL - EMERGENCY DELIBERATION. LET'S UNITE
IN TRUTH - Restoring ethics and legal foundations in healthcare. Medical and/or juridical professionals, policy makers and senior
managers are invited to attend the emergency deliberation - 11 September 2020 The current Corona ‘lockstep’ has forced humanity into a global medical and moral emergency. Numerous honest and independent
expert voices have been raised bringing us undeniable proof and clear evidence that the scientific Covid-19 narrative needs examination
and investigation. These voices are being ignored and censored by the mainstream media and governments. Now it is up to us, medical
and legal professionals, to inform ourselves and each other and to thoroughly investigate all aspects of the Covid-19 case.
We can no longer continue to base our protocols and practices on dysfunctional systems that do not take accountability for their actions
and consequently do not serve humanity. Blind obedience and acquiescence to the current policies of governmental and supranational
organizations is no longer responsible.
Our legal and medical professions need immediate re-calibration and redemption. During the M.E.E.D. international experts will shed
light on the unjust and incoherent ?medical, juridical and ethical aspects of the current situation. Deliberation will follow after each
speech. This will be the arena for debate. All participants are invited to join in the open discussion.
Three (biological) experiments are momentarily being conducted on humanity, on a scale we have never seen before. The Corona
measures result in destructive economical, physical and psychological effects on society, which are strongly disproportional to the goal
of controlling the proclaimed pandemic. A potential dna alterning vaccine is about to be rolled out whilst there is great uncertainty
regarding the (long-term) safety of the vaccine for the current and coming generations. The clear scientific proof of biological effects
from ever increasing EMF radiation is systematically ignored, ridiculed and censored.
We are (and should be) accountable for every step we take. Liability for our actions will be on us, individual doctors, lawyers and
judges. Result and goal of the M.E.E.D. will be a solid ethical and legal international convention which will form a foundation for future
policies and actions, rooted in independent science and truth. Please note: access to the meeting is for medical and legal professionals
only.
We the people have to take back the power and protect our children and all of humanity against genetic experiments.
Medicalem Emergency Deliberation - The “result and goal of the M.E.E.D. will be a solid ethical and legal international
convention which will form a foundation for future policies and actions, rooted in independent science and truth”
Medical doctors and lawyers band together to reclaim professional autonomy, human identity and sovereignty - An event called the
Medical and Ethical Emergency Deliberation (MEED) was held last September 11, 2020 at the Netherlands. The event was limited to
doctors and lawyers only. According to their website, the “result and goal of the M.E.E.D. will be a solid ethical and legal international
convention which will form a foundation for future policies and actions, rooted in independent science and truth”.
The organizers assert that there are currently three experiments being conducted on humanity today:
(1) the oppressive coronavirus measures which are causing destructive economy, physical, and psychological effects on society,
(2) a potential dna alterning vaccine is about to be rolled out universally, and
(3) the roll out of EMF radiation despite the clear scientific proof of its negative biological effects.
The extent of misinformation and censorship of dissenting opinion about the coronavirus is showing us that there is a concerted effort to
bury the truth. The more important question we must ask is why? What will the orchestrators gain if they successfully rid us of all
critical thinking? What kind of future are they trying to build?
Collaborative events like the MEED is important because it offers to us hope that indeed, people are awakening to the truth that
someone, somewhere, wants to curtail our humanity. Medical doctors, lawyers, and other experts are doing their best to reclaim our
freedom. We must be ready to rise up and fight alongside them, for this is a battle that can only be won when a majority of humanity
finally decides to reclaim our collective dignity, identity, and sovereignty. It a battle we must face with eyes wide open.
A clear and solid call to action
I invite colleagues and all people to walk the path with me; reclaiming our professional autonomy, our human identity and our
sovereignty. I am grateful to this corona-crisis for it offers us this unique opportunity for a global re-calibration of healthcare and return
to truth. - Elke Françoise de Klerk, M.D.
Let us end it now! This conference will provide us the chance to take a sharp look at various legal and criminal aspects of this Corona
crisis. We shall state a firm legal verdict to dismantle and disengage from current policies. Now or never! - Sven Ake Hulleman, Lawyer
Return to our senses. Balance on all levels is the result of living our true potential. For the integration of knowledge, insight, trust and
intuition leads to clarity, wisdom, unity and respect for life itself. It is time for humanity to step out of a false reality. It is time to return to
our senses. - Iris Huizing, Communication specialist and Consciousness coach
SPEAKERS
At the M.E.E.D. a diverse group of medical and legal professionals will shed their expert light on the various aspects of the current
Corona crisis situation. After each speech we will have an integral debate and time to ask questions.

We are proud to announce our speakers:
Elke de Klerk, M.D.
Sven Hulleman, Lawyer and Ethicist
Natalia Prego Cancelo, M.D. (Medicos por la verdad - Spain)
Heiko Schöning, M.D. (Ärzte für Aufklärung - Germany)
Michaéla Schippers, Professor of Behavior and Performance Management
Catherine van Ommeren, Lawyer and Radiation specialist
Frank Staderman, Retired lawyer
Malcolm Kendrick, M.D. and author of 'The great cholesterol con'
Karen Hamaker-Zondag, MSc human geography and planning
Dr. János Drábik, Lawyer and author and seat holder of the biggest Hungarian civil organization
https://www.medicalemergencydeliberation.com/

4. The Great Barrington Declaration - As Scientists and Medical Practitioners we
recommend Focused Protection
October 2020 - The Great Barrington Declaration – As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists we have
grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an
approach we call Focused Protection -- Adopting measures to protect the vulnerable should be the central aim of public health
responses to COVID-19. Those who are not vulnerable should immediately be allowed to resume life as normal.
The Great Barrington Declaration – As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health scientists we have grave concerns about the
damaging physical and mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies, and recommend an approach we call Focused
Protection.
Coming from both the left and right, and around the world, we have devoted our careers to protecting people. Current lockdown policies
are producing devastating effects on short and long-term public health. The results (to name a few) include lower childhood vaccination
rates, worsening cardiovascular disease outcomes, fewer cancer screenings and deteriorating mental health – leading to greater excess
mortality in years to come, with the working class and younger members of society carrying the heaviest burden. Keeping students out of
school is a grave injustice. Keeping these measures in place until a vaccine is available will cause irreparable damage, with the
underprivileged disproportionately harmed.
Fortunately, our understanding of the virus is growing. We know that vulnerability to death from COVID-19 is more than a thousandfold higher in the old and infirm than the young. Indeed, for children, COVID-19 is less dangerous than many other harms, including
influenza.
As immunity builds in the population, the risk of infection to all – including the vulnerable – falls. We know that all populations will
eventually reach herd immunity – i.e. the point at which the rate of new infections is stable – and that this can be assisted by (but is not
dependent upon) a vaccine. Our goal should therefore be to minimize mortality and social harm until we reach herd immunity.
The most compassionate approach that balances the risks and benefits of reaching herd immunity, is to allow those who are at minimal
risk of death to live their lives normally to build up immunity to the virus through natural infection, while better protecting those who are
at highest risk. We call this Focused Protection.
Adopting measures to protect the vulnerable should be the central aim of public health responses to COVID-19. By way of example,
nursing homes should use staff with acquired immunity and perform frequent PCR testing of other staff and all visitors. Staff rotation
should be minimized. Retired people living at home should have groceries and other essentials delivered to their home. When possible,
they should meet family members outside rather than inside. A comprehensive and detailed list of measures, including approaches to
multi-generational households, can be implemented, and is well within the scope and capability of public health professionals.
Those who are not vulnerable should immediately be allowed to resume life as normal. Simple hygiene measures, such as hand washing
and staying home when sick should be practiced by everyone to reduce the herd immunity threshold. Schools and universities should be
open for in-person teaching. Extracurricular activities, such as sports, should be resumed. Young low-risk adults should work normally,
rather than from home. Restaurants and other businesses should open. Arts, music, sport and other cultural activities should resume.
People who are more at risk may participate if they wish, while society as a whole enjoys the protection conferred upon the vulnerable
by those who have built up herd immunity.
On October 4, 2020, this declaration was authored and signed in Great Barrington, United States, by:
Dr. Martin Kulldorff, professor of medicine at Harvard University, a biostatistician, and epidemiologist with expertise in detecting
and monitoring infectious disease outbreaks and vaccine safety evaluations.
Dr. Sunetra Gupta, professor at Oxford University, an epidemiologist with expertise in immunology, vaccine development, and
mathematical modeling of infectious diseases.
Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, professor at Stanford University Medical School, a physician, epidemiologist, health economist, and public
health policy expert focusing on infectious diseases and vulnerable populations.

Co-signers - Medical and Public Health Scientists and Medical Practitioners
https://gbdeclaration.org/

5. Medical Freedom International - Calling for an end to the damaging and
oppressive measures
Medical Freedom International - Medical Freedom International is an alliance of international groups of medical professionals,
scientists and lawyers from different countries around the world, who believe that our governments’ responses to COVID-19 are
misguided and are not based upon the best available scientific evidence. Our vision is to bring together key medical, scientific and
legal groups from around the world to create a platform to reflect and amplify the growing expert opinion that is calling for an
end to the damaging and oppressive nature of the measures implemented by our governments.
Medical Freedom International is an alliance of international groups of medical professionals, scientists and lawyers from different
countries around the world, who believe that our governments’ responses to COVID-19 are misguided and are not based upon the best
available scientific evidence.
We aim to combine international resources to educate about the more appropriate scientific evidence and the groups reporting it in the
many different countries across the globe, to challenge the imposition of unnecessary restrictions on our personal freedoms.
We encourage like-minded groups of medical professionals and scientists to join Medical Freedom International to work with us to help
us to amplify the voices of individual organisations and help us achieve our objectives.
Our Vision
Our vision is to bring together key medical, scientific and legal groups from around the world to create a platform to reflect and amplify
the growing expert opinion that is calling for an end to the damaging and oppressive nature of the measures implemented by our
governments.
Our Focus
Requiring fully informed consent for all testing, medical interventions and vaccines.
Campaigning for the freedom to choose not to accept testing, medical interventions and vaccines, without penalty or restrictions.
Educating on the limitations of the PCR test, which is not a suitable clinical diagnostic tool and should therefore not be used to inform
government pandemic policy.
Requiring transparency of information. For example, the intention for the criterion of success of the Covid vaccine trials merely to be a
reduction in moderate symptoms, without considering a reduction in hospitalisation and death, as well as the use of non-placebos, such as
the meningitis vaccine, as the control in current trials.
Analysing and publicising flaws in the Covid vaccine trials designs and results. For example, the potential harm of the vaccine may
outweigh the benefit for some people and trials are not designed to show if severe outcomes such as hospitalisations or deaths are
reduced.
Calling for research to be undertaken by independent bodies, not those that stand to gain financially based on a particular trial outcome.
Exposing conflicts of interest and calling for health policies to be formulated by those that do not stand to gain financially from the use of
a product.
Calling for true placebos to be used in vaccine trials.
Exposing and publicising other COVID-19 inaccuracies, inconsistencies and potential threats to our freedoms and health.
Educating both Members of Parliament and their scientific and medical advisors on these issues, offering a scientific resource for
academics and journalists and providing a layman’s summary of these resources to be made available to the public.
https://www.medfreedom-int.org/

6. Millions against Medical Mandates - activists working together to prevent vaccine
mandates
Millions against Medical Mandates - We are a coalition of health freedom activists working together to prevent vaccine
mandates
Over the past several decades, many individuals and organizations have contributed massively to this effort. However, we find ourselves
at a unique and critical juncture in time — with vaccine mandates becoming a reality in several states — and we require a new approach.
Over the past several decades, many individuals and organizations have contributed massively to this effort. However, we find ourselves
at a unique and critical juncture in time — with vaccine mandates becoming a reality in several states — and we require a new approach.
We are a coalition of health freedom activists working together to prevent medical mandates. We are physicians, lawyers, journalists,
nurses, researchers, scientists, nutritionists, parents of vaccine injured children and adults, citizen activists and organizations alarmed
about the erosion of our rights to bodily autonomy.

Our Mission
Millions Against Medical Mandates is a solution-based think tank of organizations and individuals invested in and working for freedom
from mandated and coerced medical interventions. Our coalition partners include individuals in the fields of medicine, health, science,
law, journalism, publishing, business, politics, activism, education, medically injured adults and children, and families of the medically
injured — all of whom support informed consent and individual choice.
Optimizing Health Amid Coronavirus Concerns
Millions Against Medical Mandates believes “public health goals must be based on overall wellness outcomes in individuals and
populations.” This presentation on Optimizing Health Amid Coronavirus Concerns” is packed with information and tools for promoting
overall wellness and decreasing the risk of negative outcomes.
https://mamm.org

7. International and national groups of doctors and experts for truth
INTERNATIONAL - Network of collaboration: doctors, scientist, and experts against the corona lockdown measures
Globally, we are seeing a massive campaign of disinformation on the main stream media that sets aside all the principles of a democratic
state governed by the rule of law. While a great number of colleagues doctors present with different views, unprecedented censorship
prevents them from making the news. Information from different thinking experts and professionals can currently be found almost
exclusively through targeted searches on the internet or alternative news sources, but not in the mainstream media.
INTERNATIONAL ALERT MESSAGE Of Health Professionals To Governments & Citizens Of The World - Health
professionals around the world call for the end of lockdowns and other COVID restrictions - The United Health Professionals is an
international collective of more than 1,000 health professionals from different countries in Europe, Africa, America, Asia and
Oceania, alerting governments and citizens of the whole world about the non-evidence based measures taken to fight COVID-19
and which are very dangerous for : health, education, economy, peace and other aspects of life. In its alert message, the United
Health Professionals international collective explain why these measures have been taken and why they must be immediately
stopped. The document accompanies the international petition. - Petition only for health professional - Sign the petition at
https://www.change.org/p/governments-worldwide-international-alert-message-of-health-professionals-to-governments-citizensof-the-world
World Doctors Alliance - An independent non-profit alliance of doctors, nurses, healthcare professionals and staff around the
world who have united in the wake of the Covid-19 response chapter to share experiences with a view to ending all lockdowns and
related damaging measures and to re-establish universal health determinance of psychological and physical wellbeing for all
humanity. Open letter to all the Citizens of the World and all the Governments of the World. https://www.worlddoctorsalliance.com
International Free Choice - The initiative by Luc Montagnier, Nobel Prize winner in medicine, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr., lawyer,
among others, addresses the many inconsistencies surrounding corona policy and is addressed to the presidents of the WHO, the
European Commission and the European Parliament. - https://www.internationalfreechoice.com (many languages)
"The Great Barrington Declaration", by international doctors and experts -- As infectious disease epidemiologists and public health
scientists we have grave concerns about the damaging physical and mental health impacts of the prevailing COVID-19 policies,
and recommend an approach we call Focused Protection. We know that vulnerability to death from COVID-19 is more than a
thousand-fold higher in the old and infirm than the young. Indeed, for children, COVID-19 is less dangerous than many other
harms, including influenza. We know that all populations will eventually reach herd immunity – i.e. the point at which the rate of
new infections is stable. The most compassionate approach that balances the risks and benefits of reaching herd immunity, is to
allow those who are at minimal risk of death to live their lives normally to build up immunity to the virus through natural
infection, while better protecting those who are at highest risk. We call this Focused Protection. Those who are not vulnerable
should immediately be allowed to resume life as normal. - The declaration now has nearly 45,000 signatures from doctors and
scientists, and also approximately 600,000 from concerned citizens. Website: https://gbdeclaration.org
EUROPE
UK - Medical Freedom Alliance - The UK Medical Freedom Alliance is an independent non-profit alliance of UK medical
professionals, scientists and lawyers who believe that the Government’s response to covid-19 is misguided and not based upon the
best available scientific evidence. We are campaigning for Medical Freedom, Informed Consent and BodilyAutonomy to be
preserved and protected. - https://www.ukmedfreedom.org/
GERMANY - An international group of doctors has launched an extra-parliamentary enquiry into the “exaggerated and oppressive
corona measures”, with a view to questioning politicians and scientists around the world. Extra-Parliamentary Corona
Investigation Committee: https://acu2020.org/english-versions/ - Doctors for Truth: https://www.ärzte-für-aufklärung.de - Nurses
for Truth: http://www.pflege-für-aufklärung.de/ - Physicians and scientists for health, freedom and democracy:
https://www.mwgfd.de
SPAIN - Doctors For The Truth - https://www.medicosporlaverdad.com - A public press conference of “Doctors for Truth” in
Madrid, attended by some 400 doctors and scientists under the slogan “A world dictatorship with a sanitary excuse”. https://niburu.co/gezondheid/15385-artsen-komen-massaal-met-coronawaarheid-naar-buiten
DENMARK -- https://www.Ooc.one - www.CoronaWhistleblower.org (multiple languages) -

www.skrivunder.net/omgaende_ophavelse_af_covid-lovene (petition to stop lopckdown inmediately)
HOLLAND -- In the Netherlands, doctors have come together and drafted an open letter addressed to colleagues and the
government pleading for proportional measures. - https://www.opendebat.info -- https://www.brandbriefggz.nl -https://artsencollectief.nl/ -- https://www.artsenvoorwaarheid.nl/
BELGIUM -- Belgian doctors call for the end of all lockdowns - https://docs4opendebate.be (many languages, also ENGLISH) -https://www.belgiumbeyondcovid.be -- http://omgekeerdelockdown.simplesite.com/ (petition to stop lopckdown inmediately)
ITALY - Non-mainstream information about coronavirus COVID-19. This site also aims to collect signatures for a petition to stop
the complete and indiscriminate lockdown of Italy and its economy, which is causing unprecedented damage to millions of
families. - https://coronablues.org/ (also in English)
IR - Health Freedom Ireland - Health Freedom Ireland is composed of individuals with a common belief that everyone has the
right to make informed choices in relation to vaccination. They believe that information must be freely available, factually correct
and provided without bias and want to see an Ireland that actively supports citizens’ medical freedom and enables fully informed
medical choice. - https://healthfreedomireland.com/
CZECHIA - A call from Czech medical doctors and academics, to limit the restrictive measures, because from a medical point of
view there is no reason to impose them. Otevrený dopis lékaru vláde, parlamentu a médiím ohledne tzv. koronavirové krize https://www.petice.com/oteveny_dopis_leka_vlad_parlamentu_a_mediim_ohledn_tzv_koronavirove_kriz#form
FRANCE - Collectif Laissons Les Médecins Prescrire - A public decree of 26 March banned the prescription of
hydroxychloroquine in town medicine in France. This action website promotes free choice of doctors/treatments for patients and
freedom of prescription for doctors. - https://stopcovid19.today/ -- https://manifestes-libertes.org/ -https://www.facebook.com/groups/287566348977590/ -- Association BonSens, by doctors and researchers, this association aims to
create debate around 4 themes: citizens’ health, societal health, planet health and corporate health. - https://bonsens.org
AMERICA
US - America’s Frontline Doctors: https://www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com - Stop Medical Discrimination (Petition To Stop Forced
Experimental Vaccines): https://stopmedicaldiscrimination.org - Medicine Uncensored: https://www.medicineuncensored.com/ “America’s Frontline Doctors” gave a press conference which has now been watched millions of times. A must see. https://americasfrontlinedoctorsummit.com/
CANADA - Vaccine Choice Canada - https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/
BRAZIL - Prof Eberlein, who has more than 1000 scientific studies to his name. There is no consensus science – many studies contradict
each other. Making absolute statements is impossible in real science. The basic criterion always turns out to be the independence and
incorruptibility of researchers. - https://conexaopolitica.com.br/ultimas/brazilian-scientists-and-academics-write-an-open-letter-on-thescience-of-the-coronavirus-pandemic/
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA - Doctors in Australia demand end to Victoria lockdown while WHO says restrictions should not be primary course
Australian Doctors Federation - We are a group of senior medical doctors and health professionals who are concerned about the health
impacts of the lockdowns used in response to the SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in Victoria and across Australia. - Australian Covid Medical
Network https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/ -- https://www.coviddoctorsnetwork.com -https://ausdoctorsfederation.org.au/2020/09/03/open-letter-alternative-response-to-covid-19-for-victoria/
NEW ZEALAND - A balanced response to COVID-19. - https://www.covidplanb.co.nz/
ASIA
Covid call to humanity, Philipines - The extent of misinformation and censorship of dissenting opinion about the coronavirus is showing
us that there is a concerted effort to bury the truth. The more important question we must ask is why? What will the orchestrators gain if
they successfully rid us of all critical thinking? What kind of future are they trying to build? Collaborative events like the MEED is
important because it offers to us hope that indeed, people are awakening to the truth that someone, somewhere, wants to curtail our
humanity. Medical doctors, lawyers, and other experts are doing their best to reclaim our freedom. We must be ready to rise up and fight
alongside them, for this is a battle that can only be won when a majority of humanity finally decides to reclaim our collective dignity,
identity, and sovereignty. It a battle we must face with eyes wide open [also read END THE LOCKDOWNS! Stop It Outside By Ending
the Lockdowns Inside Us]. - https://covidcalltohumanity.org/
Doctors on Covid19 Uncensored
Doctors Opinions on Covid19 Uncensored - Unlike YouTube, Facebook or Twitter
https://www.dailymotion.com/dm_db8f71846bce317c69a9fc996e05dee1

8. The Corona Investigative Committee
The renown lawyer Reiner Fuellmich is suing the three main promoters of the corona panic for Crimes Agaist Humanity, he is
suing: the leader of WHO, the developer of the PCR and the head of the German Center for Disease Control and Prevention

In a brilliant video presentation lawyer Fuellmich presents his case to the public the 3rd october 2020. Fuellmichs video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1k4-CcXb0sA
These are the three main promoters of the "corona panic" that are being sued for "Crimes Against Humanity" by lawyer Fuellmich
- Dr Christian Drosten, the co-developer of the PCR test (corona test) -- PCR tests are not approved for diagnostic purposes, as is
correctly noted on leaflets coming with these tests. Even the United States CDC agrees with this. Even Drosten himself declared in
an interview in 2014, that these PCR tests are so highly sensitive that even very healthy and non-infectious people may test
positive. Dr Yeadon in his piece: ‘Lies, Damned Lies and Health Statistics - the Deadly Danger of False Positives’ explains the
complete unsuitability of the test for the detection of infectious diseases, covid 19 has tested positive in goats, sheep, papayas and
even chicken wings -- Also note that previously, during the swine flu in 2009 Drosten was one of those who stirred up panic in the
population; repeating over and over again that the swine flu would claim many hundreds of thousands, even millions of deaths, all
over the world. This panic-inducing prognosis proved to be catastrophically false.
- Mr Tedros Adhanom, head of WHO or World Health Organisation -- Drosten used the PCR test, to test in Wuhan China, it came
positive, this was enough for WHO to sound the pandemic alarm and to recommend the worldwide use of the Drosten PCR test for
the detection of infections -- Note also that previously, 12 years earlier the WHO changed the definition of "pandemic" (to "just a
worldwide disease", which not necessarily led to many serious illnesses and deaths) and that due to this change was able to declare
the swine flu pandemic in 2009, with the result that vaccines were produced and sold worldwide. The panic prognosis of WHO
proved to be catastrophically false.
- Mr Lothar Wieler, head of the RKI (German Center for Disease Control and Prevention) and author of "the "panic paper" -- "the
"panic paper" that was leaked which was written by the German Department of the Interior. Its classified content shows beyond a
shadow of a doubt that in fact the population was deliberately driven to panic by politicians and mainstream media. The
accompanying irresponsible statements of the head of the RKI, remember the CDC, Mr Wieler who repeatedly and excitedly
announced that the corona measures must be followed unconditionally by the population, without them asking any question shows
that he followed the script verbatim. In his public statements he kept announcing that the situation was very grave and threatening
although the figures compiled by his own institute proved the exact opposite.
The Corona Investigative Committee & Lawyer Reiner Fuellmic
Reiner Fuellmich a trial lawyer against fraudulent corporations such as Deutsche bank, VW, and Cunard and Niagara. Also one of four
members of the German Corona Investigative Committee. Since July 10, 2020, this committee has been listening to a large number of
international scientists and experts' testimony.
The Corona Investigative Committee was founded on July 10th by four lawyers in order to determine through hearing expert testimony
of international scientists and other experts:
1. How dangerous is the virus really?
2. What is the significance of a post-positive PCR test?
3. What collateral damage has been caused by the corona measures both with respect to the world's population's health, and with
respect to the world's economy?
These scientists include:
Professor John Ioannidis of Stanford University in California, a specialist in statistics and epidemiology as well as public health,
and at the same time the most quoted scientists in the world;
Professor Michael Levitt, Nobel prize winner for chemistry, and also a biophysicist at Stanford University,
the German Professors Karin Mulling, Sucharit Bhakdi, Klud Wittkowski Stefan Homburg
Dr Mike Yeadon is the former vice president and scientific director of Pfizer
many, many, more scientists and doctors worldwide
After hearing these scientists Reiner Fuellmich says "This corona crisis, according to all we know today, must be renamed a corona
scandal; and those responsible for it must be criminally prosecuted and sued for civil damages" - which has meanwhile unfolded into
probably the greatest crime against humanity ever committed.
Who decided the lockdown and on what grounds?
The people who called the shots in the proclamation of the worldwide corona pandemic - What happened in May 2019: the CDU
(German party), held a congress on global health, other people whom one would not necessarily expect to be present at such a gathering
were also there: Drosten, Wieler, and Mr Tedros Adhanom, head of WHO. Also present and giving speeches were the chief lobbyists of
the world's two largest health funds, namely, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Welcome Trust.
Less than a year later these very people called the shots in the proclamation of the worldwide corona pandemic, made sure that mass
PCR tests were used to prove mass infections with COVID-19 all over the world, and are now pushing for vaccines to be invented and
sold worldwide. In March of 2020 Germany decision for lockdown based only on Drosten's doomsday prophecies, the only one known to
have disagreed in the process David Sieber (member of the Green Party) was called a conspiracy theorist and stripped of his mandates.
The current state of affairs: 1. How dangerous is the virus really? 2. What is the significance of a post-positive PCR test? 3. What
collateral damage has been caused by the corona measures?
1. How dangerous is the virus really? The mortality of corona is equivalent to that of the seasonal flu. To clarify, covid-19, is a
dangerous disease, just like the seasonal flu, and just like the seasonal flu it may sometimes take a severe clinical course and will

sometimes kill patients. However, as autopsies have shown, almost all been caused by serious pre-existing conditions and almost
all of the people who had died, had died at a very old age, just like in Italy, meaning they had lived beyond their average life
expectancy. Health care systems were never in danger of becoming overwhelmed by covid-19. Studies carried out by Professor
Ioannidis and others have shown that the mortality of corona is equivalent to that of the seasonal flu. The pictures from Bergamo
and New York are misleading, they were used to demonstrate to the world that panic was in order.
2. What is the significance of a post-positive PCR test? The PCR test for the detection of an infection was invented by the now
infamous Professor Drosten -- We have learned that PCR tests, contrary to the assertions of Messrs. Drosten, Wieler and the WHO,
do not give any indication of an infection with any virus. PCR tests expressly not approved for diagnostic purposes, as is correctly
noted on leaflets coming with these tests. Even the United States CDC agrees with this. Even Drosten himself declared in an
interview in 2014, that these PCR tests are so highly sensitive that even very healthy and non-infectious people may test positive.
And if you increase the number of cycles at wich the PCR is set (wich is what Drosten, the codeveloper recomended) it will test
even more false positives. A number of highly respected scientists worldwide assume that there has never been a corona pandemic
but only a PCR test pandemic. There was a real wave of disease in March and April but since then everything has gone back to
normal ... it is sufficient for the so-called herd immunity that 15 to 25 percent of the population are infected with the allegedly new
coronavirus to stop the further spread of the virus, and this has long been the case. Dr Yeadon in his piece: ‘Lies, Damned Lies
and Health Statistics - the Deadly Danger of False Positives’ explains the complete unsuitability of the test for the detection of
infectious diseases, covid 19 has tested positive in goats, sheep, papayas and even chicken wings
3. Collateral damages & legal consequences - What collateral damage has been caused by the corona measures both with respect to
the world's population's health, and with respect to the world's economy? More and more scientists but also lawyers recognise that
as a result of the deliberate panic-mongering and the corona measures enabled by this panic, democracy is in great danger of being
replaced by fascist totalitarian models. In Australia people who do not wear the masks, which more and more studies show are
hazardous to health, or who allegedly do not wear them correctly, are arrested, handcuffed and thrown into jail. In the Philippines
they run the risk of getting shot. But even in Germany and in other previously, civilised countries, children are taken away from
their parents if they do not comply with quarantine regulations, distance regulations and mask wearing -regulations. According to
psychologists and psychotherapists who testified before the corona committee, children are traumatised en masse. The German
judiciary, just like the general public has been so panic-stricken that it was no longer able to administer justice properly. Germans
are currently experiencing the most serious encroachment on their constitutional rights since the founding of the Federal Republic
of Germany in 1949. In order to contain the corona pandemic federal and state governments have intervened, he says, massively
and in part threatening the very existence of the country, as it is guaranteed by the constitutional rights of the people.
What can we do? the class action is the best route to compensatory damages and to political consequences
How can we do something? What can we do? Well, the class action is the best route to compensatory damages and to political
consequences. class action enables a court of law to allow complaint for damages to be tried as a class action lawsuit at the request of a
plaintiff, if: as a result of a damage inducing event, and a large number of people, suffer the same type of damage. A judge can allow a
class-action lawsuit to go forward if common questions of law and fact make up the vital component of the lawsuit.
Through an international lawyers’ network, which is growing larger by the day, the German group of attorneys provides to all of their
colleagues, in all other countries, free of charge, all relevant information, including expert opinions and testimonies of experts showing
that the PCR tests cannot detect infections and they also provide them with all relevant information as to how they can prepare and
bundle the claims for damages of their clients so that they too can assert their clients claims for damages either in their home countries,
courts of law, or within the framework of the class action as explained above.
These scandalous corona facts gathered mostly by the corona committee and summarised above are the very same facts that will soon be
proven to be true, either in one court of law or in many courts of law, all over the world. These are the facts that will pull the masks off
the faces of all those responsible for these crimes.
To the politicians, start the long overdue public scientific discussion and not go down with those charlatans and criminals
You can follow lawyer Fuellmichs corona investigation, Oval Media records every session
German Corona Investigative Committee
https://www.corona-ausschuss.de
https://www.youtube.com/StiftungCoronaAusschuss
Oval Media
https://vimeo.com/ovalmedia
https://t.me/ovalMedia (Telegram)
https://oval.media
Links
Website - https://corona-ausschuss.de/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/CoronaAusschuss
Twitter - https://twitter.com/CoronaAusschuss
Telegram - https://t.me/Corona_Ausschuss
Information from the German Corona Investigative Committee & lawyer Reiner Fuellmich

Lawyer Reiner Fuellmichs website -- https://www.fuellmich.com
Corona Investigative Committee - https://www.corona-ausschuss.de
Class Action - "The Corona Claim for Damages page" - www.corona-schadensersatzklage.de
2020News.de - An evidence-based news channel that cooperates closely with the juridical Corona Committee (www.coronaausschuss.de) and its international network of lawyers, scientists and physicians
2020News is an evidence-based news channel that cooperates closely with the juridical Corona Committee (www.corona-ausschuss.de)
and its international network of lawyers, scientists and physicians. The committee was founded in Berlin in July 2020 by Attorney at
Law Viviane Fischer, Antonia Fischer, Dr. Reiner Füllmich, and Dr. Justus Hoffmann with the aim of providing an objective analysis of
the corona virus situation and the consequences of the measures taken.
https://2020news.de/

9. Initiatives for better overview and collaboration
1 November 2020 - Founding of the World Freedom Alliance - United under the charter of our freedoms, uniting groups across
health, law, and education so that we can empower you to understand what is going on, to try and solve it so that it never
happens again and to be involved in building the better world that we all want to live in --- legal advice, report abuse under the
corona situation - uniting networks, we are building a community of doctors, scientists, lawyers, and we want to expose the truth
of what's going on and empower people about the importance of their freedoms
First Press Conference of The World Freedom Alliance - Stockholm, Sweden 01/11/2020
President of the WFA - Prof Dolores Cahill, a professor in Molecular Biology and Immunology. Professor Dolores Cahill, we
have founded the World Freedom Alliance. United under the charter of our freedoms, uniting groups across health, law, and
education so that we can empower you to understand what is going on, to try and solve it so that it never happens again and to be
involved in building the better world that we all want to live in. - https://dolorescahill.com/
Dr Heiko Shöning, M.D, a founding member of Doctors-for-Enlightenment Chairman of the WFA. Heiko Schöning, founder of
their extra-parliamentary enquiry committee on corona covid-19, founding member of Doctors-for-Enlightenment - this is not a
worldwide threat, this covid-19 is a hoax. - https://acu2020.org/english-versions/
Martin Byrne, Barrister at Law practising in the Superior Courts, Dublin, and an advocate for human rights, legal advisor for the
World Freedom Alliance and my goal as part of my function here in the World Freedom Alliance is to aim to coordinate best legal
practice across continents worldwide by liaising and networking with lawyers from all over the world in order to empower people
to help them to defend their fundamental rights and freedoms. - https://www.lawlibrary.ie/members/Gerard-Martin-Byrne/7171.aspx
Maneka Helleberg, legal Advisor for the WFA - Chairman of People’s Court - I look forward to uniting the networks of the world
that work towards protecting our freedoms and our rights. - http://peoplescourt.org/
Mads Palsvig, Chairman of Political Party JFK21, a former investment banker, my goal is to help facilitate and encourage people
and political parties from all over the world, to join political parties to help find and start political parties that can sign up to the
World Freedom Alliance charter, including bodily integrity “My body my choice”. - https://jfk21.dk
Fiona Hine, Founder of CoviLeaks - our next meeting will be in Copenhagen on the 20th, 21st and 22nd of November, and we
would like to have the eyes of the world on Copenhagen, especially for the rally on the 21st of November, and we are building a
community of doctors, scientists, lawyers, and we want to expose the truth of what's going on and empower people about the
importance of their freedoms, and that we elect our Government to defend these freedoms and once we understand that we are also
then building a better and wonderful world - we would love to have a snowball effect so that these legal initiatives can be used by
you, because we know around the world there are people who want to do something to stop what's going on, so we want to provide
legal information to have a snowball effect to hold individual doctors, coroners, politicians, prime ministers and presidents to
account for what they have done. They have not defended our freedoms. - https://covileaks.co.uk/
Videos - The establishment of the World Freedom Alliance (WFA) in Stockholm, Sweden, in November 2020.
https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/blog/world-freedom-alliance-stockholm-part-1/
https://worlddoctorsalliance.com/blog/world-freedom-alliance-stockholm-part-2/
Stand up for freedom and truth. Together with doctors and professors from the world doctors alliance and other advocates for freedom
and truth we are standiong up for the right to chose over ur own lives and our rights and freedoms. The lies of covid-19, all forms of
lockdown must end. Scientificaly based cures must be given to patients. All covid 19 deaths must be investigated. All participants are
responsible for themselves. Music and speakers.
LINKS
http://WorldFreedomAlliance.org
Oracle Films stands with the WFA as the official video production team for the alliance. https://oraclefilms.com https://www.youtube.com/user/scratterdog/videos - https://brandnewtube.com/@OracleFilms
World Doctors Alliance Online Congress - https://brandnewtube.com/@WdaAdmin
Dr Dolores Cahill - https://www.bitchute.com/channel/pX6fTQgLPLgR/

Peoples Court - The Covid 19 situation has shown very clearly that here is a small group of influential businessmen and world
leaders manipulating the world in a totalitarian direction -- Please send us a letter where you will report about has someone has
been abused by the medical, law enforcement, media, or any other public authority so that we can file a case on your behalf. We
will support you as much as we can
We support medical doctors journalists and other whistleblowers to dare to speak out. Many are afraid of loosing their jobs, and careers if
they do, we will support anyone that has crucial information to share, every step on the way! Please send us a letter where you will report
about has someone has been abused by the medical, law enforcement, media, or any other public authority so that we can file a case on
your behalf. We will support you as much as we can.
The Covid 19 situation has shown very clearly that here is a small group of influential businessmen and world leaders manipulating the
world in a totalitarian direction, suppressing free speech, manipulating media, science and political decisions with the help of Covid 19.
They are using Covid 19 as a tool to achieve other means. It can be clearly demonstrated by how they have been trying to suppress all
possible proven treatments that do not align with the interests of the medical-industrial-complex, like Hydroxychloroquin, Zink, Vitamin
C, Vitamin D, Artemesia Annua etc…
We want to counteract false government propaganda & corruption. Feel free to file a case y sending an e-mail to info@peoplescourt.org
with your contact details and how we can reach you by Skype, Telegram or Signal so that we can verify your case and find an
appointment to interview you.
Website - http://peoplescourt.org/
CoviLeaks -- We believe there is a much more concerning agenda at play that has dark roots spreading through organisations
such as the United Nations, World Health Organisation, Big Pharma and our own and global governments. As we now know, the
government is subject to a ‘judicial review’; initially denied by The Honourable Mr Justice Lewis, but accepted in the Court of
Appeal and expected to be held week commencing 28th September after a ruling handed down by Lord Justice Hickinbottom. Its
something that baffles us; when the lies, exaggerations and flawed science seem so obvious to some of us. We have found that
spreading factual information through social media, though it has had some impact, doesn’t seem to be ‘waking up’ enough
people, partly due to government propaganda and mass-censorship of facts by organisations claiming to be ‘fact checkers’. So,
we have decided to create a platform to share information that has led us to our conclusion, one in which we can continue to
share more, including opinion pieces from who we like to call ‘Friends of CoviLeaks’, a site which will also be a safe place for
those who choose to speak out, can. We will continue to research and share facts as we believe the ‘Time for The Truth’ has
come. Join us in our fight for the truth.
CoviLeaks was born in response to mainstream media propaganda and government misinformation surrounding the COVID-19
'pandemic'. We believe that the lockdown has had catastrophic consequences leading to excess deaths, poverty and severe economic
damage. We believe the lockdown and Coronavirus Legislation is wholly disproportionate and an offence on our human rights and civil
liberties. We have simple aims: To fight for our freedoms, to seek the truth, provide the truth and give a confidential platform to those
who want to speak the truth.
Through extensive research into ‘the science’ (reading RCT’s, listening to experts in the medical and scientific fields speak) and reading
as many published government documents as possible (even though they still refuse to release approximately 100 scientific papers that
led us into such a draconian and disproportionate lockdown) including conducting many Freedom of Information Requests, we have
concluded that we are indeed being lied to on a colossal scale, unprecedented in our lifetime. Not only this, we believe there is a much
more concerning agenda at play that has dark roots spreading through organisations such as the United Nations, World Health
Organisation, Big Pharma and our own and global governments. We will explore this in more detail through opinion pieces on this site.
As we now know, the government is subject to a ‘judicial review’; initially denied by The Honourable Mr Justice Lewis, but accepted in
the Court of Appeal and expected to be held week commencing 28th September after a ruling handed down by Lord Justice
Hickinbottom. Simon Dolan identified the need for this review and through crowdfunding (to which we donated) and the platform of
Keep Britain Free, funds were raised in order for us to be able to ‘fight the good fight’. We are DELIGHTED, to say the least; we now
have an acknowledgement that the legality of the lockdown is questionable and should be ‘considered by the full and open court’. Lord
Justice Hickinbottom has said that this legal challenge ‘potentially raises fundamental issues concerning the proper spheres for
democratically-accountable Ministers of the Government and judges’.
What has come as a surprise to us and many, is how willingly the populace seems to have given up their freedoms unquestioningly. Its
something that baffles us; when the lies, exaggerations and flawed science seem so obvious to some of us. We have found that spreading
factual information through social media, though it has had some impact, doesn’t seem to be ‘waking up’ enough people, partly due to
government propaganda and mass-censorship of facts by organisations claiming to be ‘fact checkers’.
So, we have decided to create a platform to share information that has led us to our conclusion, one in which we can continue to share
more, including opinion pieces from who we like to call ‘Friends of CoviLeaks’, a site which will also be a safe place for those who
choose to speak out, can. We will continue to research and share facts as we believe the ‘Time for The Truth’ has come. Join us in our
fight for the truth.
Fiona Hine, Political Activist and Events Manager, Founder of CoviLeaks. General Secretary for the WFA
https://covileaks.co.uk/

Recovery UK - We aim to put an end to the panic-driven policies that are doing so much damage to our lives and the nation’s
hopes for tomorrow. We want a rational, balanced response.
Recovery UK, Time for Recovery - It’s Time For The Uk To Return To Its Senses. Recovery is a campaign to lead the UK out of the
Covid19 crisis into a positive future. We aim to put an end to the panic-driven policies that are doing so much damage to our lives and
the nation’s hopes for tomorrow. We want a rational, balanced response.
Recovery UK writes down five demands which they think are crucial to leading UK out of the COVID-19 crisis and into a better future.
Here are their five demands: (1) Behave with humanity. (2) Give equal regard to all lives. (3) Hold a comprehensive public inquiry and a
balanced public debate. (4) Safeguard all that makes life worth living. (5) Get the economy moving for the sake of our children. Some of
the supporters of UK Recovery include former supreme court justice Jonathan Sumption, cancer specialist and professor Karol Sikora,
TV psychologist Emma Kenny, entrepreneur Luke Johnson and Live aid promoter Harvey Goldsmith.
Visit Recovery’s website to learn more about their five demands: https://timeforrecovery.org/
PANDATA - Pandemics Data & Analytics that will save lives and livelihoods. Analysis of the human & economic cost of
lockdowns, intrusions on civil liberties a serious threat not only to lives but to civilization itself
Covid 19 Pandemic - Data & Science that will save lives and livelihoods. PANDA’s analysis of the human & economic cost of
lockdowns. PANDA aims to promote open science, human agency and courageous societies, empowering the public with accurate
information thereby enabling individuals to exercise freedom of choice and preserve human liberties and free societies.
Our mission is simple. We see in lockdown and its related intrusions on civil liberties a serious threat not only to lives but to civilization
itself. This threat must be resisted. Our view is that at this juncture, the science is quite clear on what key policy responses should be—or
should have been. But this is no longer about the science, if it ever was. What is required now is a mobilisation against what is
essentially an enormous public relations machine that is fuelling fear and removing agency from people’s lives the world over. https://pandata.org/
Collateral Global - a resource for scholarship and research into the collateral effects of responses to the COVID-19 pandemic
4 November 2020 - A global repository for research into the collateral effects of the COVID-19 lockdown measures. The aim of
Collateral Global is to provide a resource for scholarship and research into the collateral effects of responses to the COVID-19 pandemic.
There are two main facets to this: On the one hand we need to understand how effective the response strategies to COVID-19 have been
against their original objectives, and on the other hand to build an understanding of the effect of these strategies on public health, the
economy and how people live their lives. Our aim is to gather this information from around the world and provide the data, research and
other supporting material as a resource to inform public policy in the years ahead.
Website - Collateral Global - https://collateralglobal.org

10. Vaccine information
Vaccine information
Children’s Health Defense, and Robert F. Kennedy Jr (USA) -The Children’s Health Defense Team is devoted to the health of people
and our planet. Our mission is to end the childhood health epidemics by working aggressively to eliminate harmful exposures, hold those
responsible accountable, and establish safeguards so this never happens again. It was founded and is chaired by Robert F. Kennedy Jr, an
American environmental lawyer, activist, and author. Kennedy is the son of Robert F. Kennedy and the nephew of former U.S. president
John F. Kennedy. - https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
I can decide - Del Bigtree is one of the preeminent voices of the vaccine risk awareness movement around the world. He is the founder
of the non-profit, Informed Consent Action Network, and host of a rapidly growing internet talk show The HighWire, boasting over 33
million views to date. Del’s multi-pronged approach incorporates legal, legislative, and media actions to expose the fraud, lies, and
conflicts of interest that have allowed the pharmaceutical industry to evade standardized safety testing for vaccines. This collusion
between government agencies and the pharmaceutical industry, now the most powerful lobby in Washington, has led to a dramatic
increase in vaccine injuries, estimated to be as high as 5.9 million cases per year in the US alone. Despite mainstream media sources such
as the New York Times and Washington Post blame so-called “Anti-Vaxxers” for the growing trend of vaccine hesitancy, Del has
focused the spotlight on the real issue – the shocking lack of credible vaccine science. - https://www.icandecide.org/
European Forum for Vaccine Vigilance (EU) - The European Forum for Vaccine Vigilance (EFVV) is an alliance of member
organisations and individual members from 25 European countries, including consumer groups and pro-choice groups, calling for a
united vaccination policy based on freedom of choice and informed consent. - https://efvv.eu/
Vaccine Impact - Vaccine Impact is a part of the Health Impact News network. Health Impact News covers stories that impact your
health, but that the mainstream media seldom covers. - https://vaccineimpact.com/
Millions against Medical Mandates - Over the past several decades, many individuals and organizations have contributed massively to

this effort. However, we find ourselves at a unique and critical juncture in time — with vaccine mandates becoming a reality in several
states — and we require a new approach. Over the past several decades, many individuals and organizations have contributed massively
to this effort. However, we find ourselves at a unique and critical juncture in time — with vaccine mandates becoming a reality in several
states — and we require a new approach. We are a coalition of health freedom activists working together to prevent medical mandates.
We are physicians, lawyers, journalists, nurses, researchers, scientists, nutritionists, parents of vaccine injured children and adults, citizen
activists and organizations alarmed about the erosion of our rights to bodily autonomy. - https://mamm.org
Stand for Health Freedom (SHF) - Stand for Health Freedom (SHF) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting basic human
rights, constitutional rights and parental rights. Our digital advocacy center, launched in August 2019, lets conscientious Americans take
a stand on issues that matter by giving them direct contact to their elected officials and others in positions of influence. Petition against
universal vaccination. Lays out the case as to why we should be wary of vaccines, especially universal vaccination. https://standforhealthfreedom.com
Informed Medical Options Party (IMOP), Australia - The Informed Medical Options Party (IMOP) stood at the May 18, 2019 Australian
Federal Election and the Oct 31, 2020 QLD State Election, against any form of forced medication. The IMOParty believes that the
medical freedoms of Australians are at risk like never before. The IMOParty demands the right to refuse or choose medical products or
procedures, without coercion or duress. - https://imoparty.com/
Physicians for informed consent - We empower the public with scientific information about infectious diseases and vaccines. The
mission of Physicians for Informed Consent (PIC) is to deliver data on infectious diseases and vaccines, and unite doctors, scientists,
healthcare professionals, attorneys, and families who support voluntary vaccination. PIC’s vision is that doctors and the public are able
to evaluate the data on infectious diseases and vaccines objectively, and voluntarily engage in informed decision-making about
vaccination. - https://physiciansforinformedconsent.org
Medic Debate - Using Crowd Peer Review(CPR) In Order To Make Decisions and Evaluate Information. All publications on Medic
Debate can be rated and discussed so that everyone can have the possibility to be presented to both sides of an argument in order to be
able to make their own, independent standpoint. - https://www.medicdebate.org/ Preventie Vaccinatieschade (BEL) - This a Flemish organisation that works to prevent and support those with vaccine damage,
promoting informed choice and medical freedom.
Vaccines News - Vaccines News is a fact-based public education website published by Vaccines News Features, LLC https://vaccines.news/
The Vaccine Reaction - The Vaccine Reaction, or TVR, is a free online subscription journal newspaper published by the National
Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a 501(c)(3)H nonprofit organization. TVR provides a forum for readers to engage in critical
thinking and participate in an enlightened conversation about reaction to one of the most important public conversations of our time: the
relationship between vaccination, health and autonomy. This online weekly journal offers an opportunity to analyze the broader
contemporary and historical issues that affect public perception, understanding and opinion about how public health policies and laws
affect individual and community health, freedom of thought and speech and other civil liberties. - https://thevaccinereaction.org/
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) - Established in 1990, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) is a
national early warning system to detect possible safety problems in U.S.-licensed vaccines. VAERS is co-managed by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). VAERS accepts and analyzes reports of
adverse events (possible side effects) after a person has received a vaccination. Anyone can report an adverse event to VAERS.
Healthcare professionals are required to report certain adverse events and vaccine manufacturers are required to report all adverse events
that come to their attention. - https://vaers.hhs.gov/about.html
Open Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) - Few doctors actually know VAERS exists and if they do only thought it was
for a "rare" anaphylactic reaction. Most people do not know about it either. VAERS is getting a lot more attention during COVID due to
the lack of any other public and functioning government tracking system. I tried to search the VAERS data and found the interface
frustrating and dinosaur-like. If as developer I found it difficult to use, how could anyone hope to really get data from it without spending
a day learning the ins and outs? I turned my attention to asking what did people most want out of VAERS and how would it be best
delivered (something I do in my job regularly). I decided what many want is to read the story that accompanies each record without
getting super complicated in their queries. They wanted to answer relatively simple questions about how many died? How many had
what my kid had? I set out to build a friendly interface for people to do that. - https://www.openvaers.com/about-the-data
Vaxpain - Data provided "as is". Adverse Events not necessarily caused by vaccines. Not all adverse events in database. Visit VAERS
for their disclaimer and latest data & downloads - https://vaxpain.us/

PLEASE SHARE, THIS SHOULD HAVE BEEN FRONTPAGE NEWS, BUT IT IS BEING CENSURED
Please share with your friends as they might not heard about this. Also I recomend sending this to your doctor and other experts you
might be in contact with, as this information is also censured from them, they must be able to hear what these experts have to say in order
to make qualified decisions.

EVIDENCE OF PANDEMIC FRAUD FOR SKEPTICS
* 1- The case against the promoters of the corona panic - https://docdro.id/lB939tB
* 2- Documentation and refferences - https://docdro.id/K5XO8ao
* 3- List of Doctors and Experts for Truth about covid - https://docdro.id/P1Wf4oj
Legal cases against the promoters of the corona panic
* Bernician suing MPs for pandemic fraud, treason, and genocide - https://docdro.id/vSRX6sC
* Dolan against lockdown - https://docdro.id/1wfLouc
* Corbett against the corona law - https://docdro.id/lK0drvm
* The case against Danish Prime Minister, Mette Frederiksen - https://docdro.id/kv0OPbD

